STRUCTURE
This paper introduces a method of syntactic analysis which is intermediate between the traditional constituent analysis and transformational analysis. One version of string analysis has been carried out on a computer, producing a decomposition of English sentences into their string-analytic elementary sentences and appropriately placed adjuncts.
A prefatory remark about sentences may be in order here. There are many difficulties in describing empirically what is to be included in the set of sentences of a language. For one thing, there is the problem of deciding what are utterances of the language. Native speakers of it may differ as to what they accept as being an utterance of the language. They may differ because of dialectal differences, which in urban society are often intercrossed, or because of individual strong differences in experience, or because of the vagaries of the conditions of observation, etc. And this though every speaker will accept utterances that he has not heard before. Furthermore, speakers may accept certain other utterances only hesitantly, or only as being bizarre, or as being a linguistic joke, or as being an otherwise occasionaJly usable departure from ordinary sentencehood.
Given the decision as to what are utterances of the language, there are further problems as to what are the sentences. Sentences of particular types may be characterized as those segments of speech ( or writing) over which certain intonations occur or within which certain structures occur. (A particular structure is a particular combination of classes of elements.) Some utterances are longer than a picked up the pins and the needles we can produce He picked up the pins and the needles and the double bass.
The sentences of the language are therefore not simply those culled from any collection of utterances, but are an unbounded set expanded in the above manner from the culled sentences. A grammar of a language seeks to show how all the sentences which would be accepted ( under one or another criterion of acceptance, as noted above), can be characterized as particular types of combinations of particular classes of elements (phonemes, morphemes, words, sequences of words, sentences).
I.I STRING ANALYSIS
String analysis characterizes the sentences of a language as follows:
Each sentence consists of one elementary sentence 1 (its center), plus zero or more elementary adjuncts, i.e. word-sequences of particular structure which are not themselves sentences and which are adjoined immediately to the right or to the left of an elementary sentence or adjunct, or of a stated segment of an elementary sentence or adjunct, or of any one of these with adjuncts adjoined to it. An elementary sentence or adjunct is a string of words, the words ( or particular sequences of them) being its successive segments. Each word is assigned ( on the basis of its affixes or its position in elementary sentences and adjuncts) to one or more word-categories (rarely, word-sequence categories). Hence, we can replace each word of a string by the symbol of its category, thus obtaining a string of category-symbols (called a string formula) as a representation of the word-string in question. The term "string" will be used both for word-strings and for string formulas, depending on the subject under discussion.
For example, in the sentence 1 An elementary member of a set {A} is one which contains no member of the set {A} as a proper part of it. The requirements for elementary sentences will be somewhat modified in axiomatic string analysis, presented in sections 2 and 3.
Today, automatic trucks from the factory which we just visited carry coal up the sharp incline:
trucks carry coal is the elementary sentence today, is an adjunct to the left of the elementary sentence automatic is an adjunct to the left of trucks from the factory is an adjunct to the right of trucks which we visited is an adjunct to the right of factory just is an adjunct to the left of visited' up the incline is an adjunct to the right of carry' sharp is an adjunct to the left of incline.
How each sentence-string is subdivided into elementary strings will be seen in section 2. Here it is enough to note that it is possible to decompose each sentence into elementary strings which combine (to form a sentence) in accordance with specified rules. Ifin a given sentence we find a sequence of words which cannot be assigned to any known string formula occurring in it in accordance with some known rule, then a new string or rule of occurrence has to be set up. The intention is that a few classes of strings, with simple rules describing how they occur in relation to each other, will suffice to characte1ize all sentences of the language.
COMPARISON WITH CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS
In contrast with the above, the main method of structural linguistics has been the analysis of a sentence into constitnents at a lower 2 The sentence is ambiguous here, between just "merely" and just "this moment". The ambiguity arises because just is a member of two subcategories of av 1 (see section 3.24); in the second meaning it is a member of a subcategory which occurs almost only to the left of the verb, and is restricted to particular members of the tense category. A corresponding ambiguity will appear in the transformational analysis of the same sentence. When, in a string analysis of a sentence, we come upon a word which could, in the given position, be a member of more than one subcategory, or a segment of more than one string, we have to carry out the analysis of the sentence separately for each formulaic representation of the word. In the present case the two analyses would be identical except that the line in question would read, in one case, ''just is in av 1 a to left of visited", and in the other case ''just is in av 1 b to left of visited" (where a, b indicate the appropriate subcategories of av 1 ). a Though this adjunct occurs only to the right of carry coal (verb plus object), THREE CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SENTENCE STRUCTURE 11 descriptive level. Constituent analysis characterizes the sentences of a language as follows: Each sentence consists of a sequence of constitnents (say, noun-phrase and verb-phrase in the case of English and many other languages), each of which in turn is a sequence of lower-level constitnents (say, nonn and its modifiers in the case of a noun-phrase), and so on down until the final constituents are single morphemes or syntactically unitary (but morphemically complex) words (e.g. conceive, boyhood). The constituents into which a sentence or constituent is decomposed are not in general of the same class as it itself. A constitnent analysis is accounted satisfactory if only a few (and not very variegated) classes of constituents and of decomposition rules suffice to characterize all the sentences.
In the sample sentence of 1. 1 ( disregarding the constituent status of the) : 
4
Capital letters .indicate the class of a constituent. S: sentence; adj: adjunct; N: noun; V: verb (here including tense);p: phrase; P: preposition; S adj: sentence adjunct, etc.; S adj today: sentence adjunct represented by the word today. Subscript numerals are for identification within the example. S -Nor "Sexcising N" indicates an Sstringfrom which one Nhas been cut out (similarly for Q -N, etc. in section 3). + or "plus" indicates concatenation of segments in a string, which is generally indicated here by successive symbols with space between them.
Note that the S adj is aseparateconstituentatthelevel of Np and Vp.
The transition from constituent to string analysis is given, at least for English, by the observation that most constituents either consist of a single word ( of some category, or of any one of several categories, which characterizes that constituent) or contain a single word of the characterizing category plus adjunct words or phrases adjoined to it. 5 We can thus consider such a pluri-word constituent in any sentence A as being endocentric, i.e. expanded from its characterizing category by the addition of adjuncts; and this in the sense that we can replace each constituent by its characterizing category alone, and obtain a sentence Bwhich would be related to A as a constituent-expansion of A. That is, given a sentence or constituent C whose immediate constituents (i.e. the next-level constituents into which C is decomposable in a regular way) are a C 1 -phrase, a C 2 -phrase, etc., we find that most C,-phrases consist of a word of the C, category (which characterizes the C,-phrase) plus zero or more adjuncts of C,. Thus in the example above, S = Np, VP,; and NP, consists of N: trucks plus adjuncts of N; and VP, consists of V: carry plus object plus adjuncts of V; and the characterizing N plus V plus object constitute a sentence Trucks carry coal, of which the example sentence can be considered the expansion.
There are in English, as in other languages, certain exceptions to this expansional structure of constituents. Some constituents are exocentric, i.e. they are word-sequences (phrases) such that we cannot replace them by any word of a characterizing category contained in them and obtain thereby another sentence of the language. (Or if we indeed obtain another sentence, it is not one whichwhen compared with the given sentence -would fit into a satisfactory scheme of constituent-expansion relations among sentences). Another type of exception is the case of verbs whose subject or 
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object is derived from a sentence :
6 Whether the foregoing experiments succeeded, as 'is claimed, certainly interested many observers; I don't know whether he came. In any satisfactory analysis of these subjects and objects, they are not expansions of a word contained within them. 7 Other exocentric constituents in English are the occasional nominalizations of verb-plus-object, e.g. catch-all, and some other compound words.
8
Another difficulty in the way of constituent analysis is the case of single words which occupy the syntactic position of expanded constituents and not of their characterizing category alone; e.g. pronouns in English may be considered as replacing the whole left section of the noun-phrase (from its beginning and up to and including the noun): compare He, who now entered . .. with The old man, who now entered . ...
A constituent analysis is replaced by a string analysis when, given a sentence or constituent C whose immediate constituents are endocentric C 1 -phrase, C 2 -phrase, etc., we define the word-sequence C 1 + C, + ... + Cn as the elementary string of C; and the adjuncts included in the C,-phrase as adjuncts into the elementary string to the right or left of C,. An exocentric constituent Cz of C is defined as a string which is itself an elementary segment of the string C, rather than being an expansion of a segment of C.
In the case of verbs, in a string C, whose subject or object is a whole phrase, we merely say that the subject or object segment of C is itself a string. In the sentence above, the elementary sentence is Whether the experiments succeeded interested observers, so that the subject of interested is not a single word or a phrase expanded from a word, but the whole string whether the experiments succeeded, in 6 But the constituents of the subject or object phrase are again endocentric.
7
Some exceptions are only apparent: Consider the wh-phrases which occupy the syntactic position of a noun-phrase. Instead of taking these as exocentric N-replacers (/ eat what she cooks. I eat food.), we can define a zero variant of that and the like (with attendant changes in the wh-pronoun), so that, for example, What she cooked tasted fine is a free (morphophonemic) variant of That which she cooked tasted fine. In the latter form, the Np (subject) endocentric constituent is N: that + N adj : which she cooked. which in turn the subject of succeeded is experiments; with foregoing an adjunct of experiments, and , as is claimed, an adjunct of the whole subject string, and certainly an adjunct of interested, and many an adjunct of observers. In the case of a single word (or category) Kwhich replaces the whole (or a portion) of a constituent C whose characterizing category is C,, it suffices to include K as a sub-category within the category C,, with the restriction that K does not take adjuncts ( or does not take the adjuncts included in the portion). Hence in He, who now entered, addressed the speaker, the elementary sentence is He addressed the speaker; but the adjunction possibilities in this elementary sentence are more restricted than in The man addressed the speaker: in this way we provide that left adjuncts are excluded from he. As to the occasional exocentric constituents such as catch-all, these have to be similarly included as members of the word-categories whose position they occupy in the strings in which they occur: e.g. catch-all is a member of the N category.
We thus see that the relations formulated in constituent analysis can be included in string analysis, the latter being in various respects more general than the former. String analysis is the stronger of the two, in making the claim that for each class (or for many classes) { C} of constituents there exist elementary members of { C}, and in particular that if the sequence of phrases C 1 p + C,P + ... + Cnp is a member of {C}, so is the sequence of word-categories C 1 + C 2 + ... + Cn. In contrast, constituent analysis makes the claim, lacking in string analysis, that the members of each class of sentences have identical segmentation into constituents, i.e. that the expansion and replacement of sentence segments are encapsulated within a fixed structural segmentation ofall sentences of the class. This claim presents occasional difficulties. In English, for example, there are rare cases of adjuncts which are not contiguous with the other parts of the constituent to which they belong: e.g. certain subject adjuncts at the end of a sentence (Finally the day arrived which we had so eagerly awaited.); more frequently certain verb adjuncts occur at the beginning of a sentence (Softly she tiptoed out.). There are also various segments which are hard to assign to otherwise known lysis: At the least one has to say that an English sentence is characteristically not merely Np + Vp, but also provides for sentence adjuncts (at various points) which are not included in these constituents.
COMPARISON WITH TRANSFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS
Transformational analysis decomposes each sentence, without residue, into elementary sentences (not necessarily those of string analysis; and occasionally carrying primitive adjuncts, i.e. adjuncts not derived from sentences) that are operated upon by particular transformations. More specifically, it characterizes the sentences of a language as follows: Each sentence consists of one such elementary sentence (possibly with primitive adjuncts) under unary transformations (these include the identity transformation), plus zero or more elementary sentences (with unary transformations and, possibly, primitive adjuncts on each) each under a binary transformation which relates it to a particular other element_ary sentence in the given sentence.
In the sample sentence of 1. 
stants.
The differences among the three are not necessarily that one builds upon the other: It is possible to define the operations of each without using any results or concepts of the others 11 (though some results of morphology can be used, and may perhaps be required, in each). Nor does the difference lie in the power of the three to characterize different sets of sentences, or in that the maximal set characterized by one analysis is a proper part of the set characterized by another. For each of these types of analysis can describe all the sentences of a language (though at very different cost in complexity of the description). This is so because the complex detail of each language and, not to put too fine a point on it, the irregularities and the not-fully-carried-out analogies, force each type of analysis to provide in its statements for cases of special subsets of word-categories or structures; and statements of this form can be used to describe any special cases that diverge from the main rules and elements, or even any entirely different classes of sentences.
The difference is rather in how the three analyses interrelate the 11 This is clearly :the case for constituent analysis, which was developed independently of the other two. For string analysis, see sections 2 and 3 below.
For transformational analysis, the presentation will be given in a forthcoming paper of this series. In addition, transformational analysis, in reconstructing the component sentences out of the transformed segments of the original sentence, tells much more about each component than do the other analyses. Thus it gives the sentential relation between the wordcategories of a segment by transforming the segment into a sentence ( even if part of the reconstructed sentence has to remain undetermined): e.g. it shows that house is the object of enter, that neighbors is the subject of stop in the active. And it reconstructs zeroed and shared elements, as in We visited the factory from which we visited, and in He entered the house from entering the house.
Nevertheless, though transformational analysis is the most refined, all three analyses are relevant, for language has the properties of all three. To see this even cursorily, we may consider what a language would be like if it Jacked any one of these properties. To have no constituent structure, a language would have to distribute its adjuncts irregularly, or in any case not contiguously to the segment in respect to which they are adjoined. More generally, segments having the same or interrelated syntactic relations (in respect to specified other segments) would have to occupy, in different sentences, different positions in relations to the other segments. There would then be no reason to analyze both the elementary sentence and the sentences expanded from it by adjuncts as the same sequences of struc-tures (that is to say, as having the same successive constituents).
To have no string structure, the segments of a sentence which is adjoined into a host sentence by a binary transformation would have to be distributed (irregularly intercalated) among the segments of the host sentence or of its other adjuncts. That is to say, material would be inserted into the sentence, but not all of it at one point. A stronger case would be if the contributions in a sentence which are due to the primitive adjuncts and to the binary sentence-adjoinings all took the form of alterations in the words, the morphophonemic shapes, or the word-order of the elementary sentence to which they are being added; so that an inserted adjunct or operation would disappear entirely from the segmentation, leaving its trace only in some modification of the words of the host sentence. Here we no longer have insertions at all, but only modifications or replacements (though these could preserve sameness of constituent structure for the elementary sentence and for those obtained from it).
To have no transformational structure, a language would have to have only one form to each elementary sentence (then it would have no unary transformations such as the passive); and all additions to the host sentence would have to be primitive adjuncts not derived from some independent sentence (then it would have no binary transformations for combining sentences).
The fact that sentences, to a large extent, have constituent regularity, i.e. that there is a correspondence between the successive C,-word-categories of an elementary sentence and the C,-phrases of other sentences, makes it possible to formulate transformations (to a large extent) in such a way that they can operate on an expanded ( or even replaced) C,-phrase in the ( denumerably many) derived sentences of some sentence-class {A} in the same way that they operate on the corresponding C,-word in the (finitely many) elementary sentences of class {A}.
The result that sentences have a string structure is due to the fact that transformations are not merely arbitrary reshufllings and constant-addings and sentence-combinings, but ( except for a few cases) are operations which send the sentences of one class of elementary sentences into the form of another class of elementary sentences. 
HOW THE STRINGS ARE ESTABLISHED
'
To determine the elementary sentences and the adjoinable elementary word-sequences (adjuncts) of a language, we begin (at least in the present formulation) with the morphemes and words of the language, with their classification by morphological properties (nonns, verbs, etc.) . The objectives of I.I will be satisfied ifwe then determine for each sentence, and for each adjunct isolated from the sentence ( or from an adjunct), what is the elementary part of that sentence or adjunct. The elementary part A 0 of a sentence or adjunct A is that part of A which is an elementary member of the class {A} to which A belongs. To be a member of {A}, A 0 must have as its segments a sequence of classes which is present in the other members of {A}, and A 0 must occur in the same positions relative to other sentences and adjuncts as do the other members of {A}: A 0 must have the same structure and the same properties of occurrence as the other members of {A}.
We now consider each sentence Sas a sequence of morphological word-categories ( or sub-categories, or disjunctions of categories, or rarely seqnences of categories) s,. When we are given an arbitrary sentence S, we isolate out of it the elementary part S 0 by asking what contiguous sequences of the s1, can be excised, one sequence at a time, by operations of general or nearly general applicability, the residue of S after each excision being still a sentence of the Ianguage.12 For example, in the sample sentence of I.I we can
12
The nature of this analysis as a sentence-completion process ( corresponding to the excision process presented here) was stressed by Henry HiZ in Steps Toward Grammatical Recognition, Advances in Documentation and Library Science, vol. ill, part 2 (1961 No further excisions are possible preserving sentencehood (though we could have excised first 3a. which we just visited, and then 3b. from the factory). The order of excisions above is irrelevant ( except for 3a, 3b ), though in some situations order, and even non-contiguity of the excised sequence, may have to be included in the operations determining S 0 • For a given S, there are often several ways of extracting an S 0 -different S 0 • However, ifwe wish the isolation of S 0 to be such that the excised sections can each be further analyzed into elementary adjuncts (as below), and all in a regular way, we may find that only one way of isolating S O (i.e. only one choice of S 0 ) is satisfactory, for each reading (formulaic representation) of the sentence (see footnote 2 and section 6.7). The isolated S 0 has the same properties of occurrence as S, namely those of a sentence.
We now turn to the adjoined word-sequences Z which were excised in the course of isolating S 0 (namely, the excised items 1-4 above). From each of these, z,, we again seek to isolate the elementary part z, 0 • We do this in the same way as for S 0 , namely by excising successively various word-sequences included in Z,, the residue of z, after each excision having the same properties of occurrence that z, had. Thus from excised item (adjunct) 3 above we can omit 5. which we just visited, Ieavingfrom thefactory. This process can be repeated for each of the adjuncts excised out of z, in the course of isolating Z, 0 , until every word-sequence is in elementary form. Thus from excised item 5 above we can excise 6. just, leaving which we visited.
Any such analysis of a single sentence or a small group of sen-tences would not be considered as valid for the language unless the ( class of) elementary strings which are produced by it combine in the same general way in all sentences of the language, with restrictions that are not artificial for a reasonable theory of the language and for a reasonable interpretation of the theory. 13 The informant problem and the repeated testing of tentative segmentations for their general validity are much the same in string analysis as in the usual descriptive linguistics. E.g., given a very short sentence, we check (via an informant) if any proper part of it (not necessarily connected) is also a sentence. If so, we list the residue as a tentative adjunct (possibly a combination of adjuncts), and note what are the elements or sequences to which we may tentatively say the adjunct is adjoined (and on which side). When we excise the tentative adjuncts of another sentence, we test them to see if they contain one or more of the previously recognized adjunct structures, appropriately adjoined. In addition to known and new adjunct structures, we may find previously recognized structures adjoined in a somewhat different way, or structures that are similar but not identical to ones previously recognized. In some cases we may have to redefine our word-categories, or at least to establish new subcategories of them, as for example if it turns out that a particular adjunct structure occurs not after all members of some word-category but only after an identifiable subset of it.
The excisability of adjuncts is improved, if we correct for automatic differences which may appear in the host string (sentence or adjunct) when a particular adjunct is adjoined to it. For example, we may hesitate to excise not from does not contain, since the residual does contain occnrs only in a different stress. However, we can take
13
Various difficulties may arise which can only be discussed in a fuller treatment. E.g. there may be words, or even whole subcategories, which occur (at least in a particular neighborhood of other categories) only when certain other categories are adjoined to them. Thus in The meters are of a dubious quality, or They produced meters of a dubious quality, we can hardly excise dubious as an adjunct of quality (since The meters are of a quality is doubtful). In this case, we would accord both with the transformational analysis and with the semantic interpretation, if we said that sequences which would be considered adjuncts when adjoined to other nouns are not such when the noun is of the classificatory subcategory (as quality is).
HOW THE STRINGS ARE ESTABLISHED
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does before a verb to be a variant of -s after a verb, the variant appearing (inter alia) when certain D adjuncts are adjoined to the left of the verb. Then excising not from does not contain leaves contains, which is eminently acceptable, just as excising not from may not contain leaves may contain.
Various sentence-structures may be found which do not admit directly of a string analysis. In particular this is the case with sentences which include another (undeformed) sentence as a required part of their structure. For example in I said [that] the control is excessive or That he's wrong is certain we can find elementary sentences The control is excessive and He's wrong, and each residue has a structure which occurs in all sentences of its type: N V' [that] . .. (where V' includes say, claim, etc., and the sentence occurs both with and also without the bracketed material), and That . .. is A, (where A, is a subcategory of situation-describing adjectives including certain, clear, odd, etc.). These residues are not themselves independent sentences, and would be considered by the present analysis to be adjuncts. However, they differ from adjuncts in certain respects (e.g. they don't really modify the elementary sentence); and, differently from adjuncts, these residues would themselves become sentences, if we replace that (if present) plus the elementary sentence by a sentential pronoun (a pro-nominalized-sentence) such as this: e.g. I said this. This is certain. We can describe these structures, then, either as containing an elementary sentence plus an adjunct which is a fragment of an elementary sentence; or else, modifying the definition in footnote I, as consisting of an elementary sentence that includes an elementary sentence ( considering, e.g. N V' that plus pro-nominalized-sentence as itself an elementary sentence). (See I:,, 5 and 0 8 • 13 , is-is in section 3.11.)
Another special problem is that of conjunctions. In English we may find after almost any constituent X 1 of a sentence a conjunction K followed by a sequence X, structurally identical ( or grammatically equivalent) to that constituent: X 1 K X,. We may say that the K X, is an adjunct of X 1 • This can also be said when Xis a whole sentence structure S. However, it is also possible to say in the case of SK S or KS, S that we have conjoined elementary sen-tences rather than that the conjunctional KS is the adjunct of the other.
The process of determining what is the elementary sentence and what are adjuncts and to what these adjoin, first for very short sentences and then for longer ones, is not hard to grasp. The difficulty, as in much of linguistics, lies in the complexity of the material, in the fact that there will be many sub-types of each elementary sentence structure or of the rules about adjoining of various adjuncts, and so on. Some of the special conditions that may be met have been mentioned here. There can be many more special conditions: for example, some elementary sentence structures may be unexpandable (may take no adjuncts).
AXIOMATIC STRING THEORY
It may happen, as in English, that the elementary strings obtained from any general method of decomposition are not quite the most convenient ones for characterizing the string structure of all sentences. We may, after obtaining the elementary strings as in section 2, see that some modification of our results would yield a more satisfactory characterization. For example, in He runs the farm profitably we have to say that the elementary sentence is He runs, with the farm and profitably each adjoined to runs. In such cases, the adjoining of the farm incurs a difference in meaning of the verb runs and a difference in its adverbs ( e.g. profitably as against quickly). This is not the case in, e.g., He read slowly as against He read the letter slowly. We may therefore wish to say that in Since run is listed as a member of Va, it cannot have an object adjoined to it. Hence when we see an object following runs it can only be as part of the elementary string of runs; thus runs is here a member of V,.
The characterization of sentences by such a modified set of elementary strings can be expressed in an axiomatic theory, which presents, in terms of a particular syntactic categorization of the words of the language, a particular body of elementary string-formulas (but departing only in some simple way from some method of determining strings as in section 2), together with rules for combining them. Each string-formula (including a sentence-formula) is a sequence of segments, each of which consists of a stated wordcategory (or subcategory or disjunction of categories) or ofa stated string-formula ( or disjunction of them). And each has particular properties of occurrence: it occurs independently; or it occurs to the right or left of a particular string-formula, or of a stated segment of a particular string-formula, or of a particular category in any string in which that category occurs. When each segment of a formula Fis replaced by a word which is a member of the category occupying that segment, the result is a word-sequence which occurs in sentences of the language precisely as F occurs in the string-formulas of the grammar.
For English we set up the following sets of axiomatic string formulas :14 u Toe following list is incomplete and not stated in detail, but it includes the great bulk of reasonably common string formulas of English. The strings and subcategories can obviously be classified by various properties which would make the list more coherent. For example, Q 0 • 2~ (except 14) are cases in which the verb has an independent sentence as its object; in D 14 , 30 -a2, sa-s-s, the range of£ for the verbs that talce these are the same as the range of .E for the first verb within. the Q (e.g. I thought to go. I go.; He is good at running. He runs.). The subcategories of the word-categories which are required for the formulation of all these strings are all the subcategories which a string analysis has to distin- guish. Thus we recognize the various Vi1 subcategories of verb, such subcategories of N as Ns (sentence-names, such as result, idea, plan) or those which may be required under Ei, Q 2 , and possibly the detailed pair-categories of !1 28 , 29 • The subcategory Db in Q 33 • 2 includes a few locative adverbs which are objects of be (nearby, there) . The strings will be given in greater detail in later papers of this series.
15
Each symbol indicates a single word except as otherwise stated. V can be taken to include the cases of V plus immediately following adverbial-prepositional complement, unless the latter is considered an adjunct of class rvif k (take over, break up, etc.); P includes rare PP (over against, near to, out from, etc.) ; N includes the A (the good, the smaller, the large, etci) which may be called an N-replacer, and also certain V ing (and, of course, V with nominalizing suffixes, e.g. V ation). Certain N (called count-N) are always preceded by a word of the a category (An 4 ).
16
Brackets around symbols indicate that the string occurs (without change of its properties of occurrence) both with and also without the bracketed material. 
From a string point of view, there is no act of excision such as there is in trans-
formations, or (differently) in the discovery procedure of section 2. If we say that a string z = x -y, i.e. x with excision of y, we mean merely that the segment-sequence z = x except that a segment y present in xis not present in z. Compare whether he will do it with who will do it (lacking N = I:J, or what he will do (lacking N = fl .J; compare whether he will do it with elan with how he will do it (lacking P N = av 2 ).
18
All Nin Q, and after/or, of. We write c 1 for I:k t Vk;. Q ;.. The symbol was not used heretofore in order to bring out the differences among fl" Du, and fl 12. When c (or I: t V Q) is given as part of a formula, it is understood that c or its segments can have added to them all the adjuncts which are permitted to them in this theory. Thus if we state here that .E-t t Vi 15 N that c is a string of the class c 1 (and this is what is stated in 3.11 under c 1 and f2 1 s) it follows that the c which is inside flu may have any permitted adjuncts (as in I told him that they of course came immediately), and also the newly resulting c 1 may have any permitted adjuncts (as in I of course told him immediately that they came). There are various additional conditions: e.g. certain V with Q 20 do not occur in !2 33 • 9 : There is no direct passive of I want him to take it.
22
We could also define £\ 3 • 10 = to Vi.: Qk as in He is to go soon. He was to go; but the is, was is peculiar in not accepting will, can, etc. That he is here I know (j = 9).
Since c 4 , 5 (and to a lesser extent c 6 , 7 ) have segments which can be assigned to the successive J; t V Q of c 1 , most of the combinings that c 1 undergoes (e.g. in Q,11., rn, a,, r,) , c 4 , 5 (and to a lesser extent c,, 7 ) also undergo." An adjunct of a category will be understood as applying to that category in any string in which that category occurs. a,: all-position adjuncts of the center, occurring to its left or right, or to the right of E (with its right adjuncts), or in the positions stated for av; and more rarely between any other segments. They are usually separated from the center by commas. or a segment x 1 ofit (also -er after A), and a corresponding comparative conjunction than, as followed by a string or segment of class x 0 or x 1 or a fragment of it (as in rzJ. The string after than, as may have the same excisions in respect to the x preceding as were stated in rz 1 (and also as in a,.). 35 He ran rather than walked. As much time as money will be lost. As much time will be lost as money. More men came than I had ever met. More men came than women. More men than women came. Men more than women came.
·
For example, Ant is not K-equivalent to Anf. But rn u = rn 11 , and certain subsets of aq, (e.g. of time) are K-equivalent to the corresponding subsets of ac 3 • A derived string or segment of class x, in the sense of the derivation rule below, is K-equivalent to an elementary member of x. A few details have to be added to the statement above, which would exclude She will list and he will pack books, but would admit She will list and he will pack such of the books as we think worth keeping. In addition, c1, is K-equivalent to c 1 only with certain restrictions: He studied it but how could he remember it?
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Slight additions to this statement are required in order to make it apply also to the cases in which the scope marker is too, enough and the comparative conjunction is for . .. to, so as to, etc. Various restrictions have to be stated concerning the occurrence of the scope markers listed above.
AXIOMATIC STRING THEORY 41 3.3 PROPERTIES OF THE STRINGS
There are various restrictions and operations within the strings. The restrictions are mainly of two types: One segment of a string may in some cases be filled by members of a particular subcategory of the required category only if some other segment of the string is filled by members of a particular subcategory: e.g. certain verbs occur only with animate snbjects. Or a string may be adjoined to a segment of another string only if that segment is filled by a particular subcategory. E.g. rn 12 is adjoined to N only if Nis N,.
In English there are not many operations on the strings other than that of adjoining one to another. However, there are in addition some operations within single strings. Chief of these is the plural, which adds a plural suffix to the l: 1 • 3 and removes the -s (present tense) of the t (the -s does not occur when I:,= I, we, you, they). Some adjunctions to the center, which can be considered restricted members of a,, are operators in that they do not simply adjoin one position of the string. Thns not can be viewed as an operator on c,, inserted between t and V, requiring that the members oft normally suffixed after V appear as independent words before V: He walked. He did not walk. This would eliminate c 4 • In addition to this, the strings of a Iangnage have many properties which can be studied, and which help to characterize and classify them in a coherent string gra=ar of the language. In English, the adjuncts modify in meaning the strings or adjuncts to which they are adjoined (except for particular classes of adjuncts). The left adjuncts are mostly only one word long. The right adjuncts are mostly longer, and mostly have a characteristic marker at their head (to their left). Various statements follow from the above. The properties of occurrence of a center are those of the string or segment of which it is a center. Each sentence has only one center, for each reading of that sentence (see end of 6.7). If a string Yanda string Z both can be adjoined to X, in a string X, then (aside from special restrictions) 
DECOMPOSITION OF SENTENCES
In terms of a list of axiomatic elementary strings ( each having stated properties of occurrence), it is possible to decompose a sentence into strings which are present in it in accordance with their properties of occurrence. This will be called recognition of the string structure of the sentence in respect to the given list. No claim is made here that any list of strings can be complete for a language, or that all properties of a sentence can be given by its string decomposition. However, a great amount of information about the sentences of a language can be obtained by decomposing them in respect to a reasonably adequate string list. Recognition cannot be directly based on an unstructured scanning of the sequences of word-categories, since each category occurs before and after almost every other one, in one sentence or another. However, these categories are bound to strings: in an analyzed sentence, each category appears in a particular position in a small number of elementary (center or adjunct) string formulas, which in turn can be adjoined only to the left or right of particular other categories or string formulas.
EXPECTED WELL-FORMEDNESS
It follows that the recognition process proceeds in respect to an expected structure, that is to say, to the reqnirement ofwell-formedness in respect to the axioms and derivation rules:
I. from sentence beginning, it seeks a complete center sequence 2. before or after each category in the sentence formula it seeks only such string formulas (either sequences or single categories) as would be permitted by the properties of occurrence of the axiomatic string formulas.
The problem, then, is to assign each word, as we come to it, to a given category ( or a disjunction of them), and then to assign the category to a given position in a string which is permitted at that point. To do this, we may have to know the immediate ( or more distant) neighbor, and (in some cases) at what point in the sentencestructure we are. To a large extent the recognizer can keep a record of its position, as it moves along the sentence, in the following way: when it enters a sentence X, or a string X permitted at that point, the entry into X requires that certain categories be met before exit; this is called the well-formedness requirement for the sentence or string X. If a category Y which is permitted but not required in X is met before well-formedness of Xis satisfied, the well-forrnedness requirements incurred by the presence of Y must be satisfied before ( or at the same point that) the well-formedness of Xis satisfied; this is the requirement of nesting of well-formedness. ln the Univac program the information obtained in a single scan (either left-toright or right-to-left) is in many cases not sufficient to specify what point in what string has beenreached.
36 In such cases a second scan, or a back-and-forth check is used. Where it is impossible to specify a unique analysis of a sentence, it is possible to indicate two or more analyses (readings), at least one of which must hold in the case under consideration (e.g. in footnote 2 above).
IDENTITIES
In computing the structural recognition, one can consider each string I, adjoined by the derivation rule, to be a left or right identity 36 Such cases may arise: when a word can be assigned to more than one category; when a string can have more than one well-formedness requirement (e.g. while may be followed by a full sentence form or by just the objects of be); or when the well-formedness of a string, or the determination of its status as an identity or an N-replacer (i.e. adjunct of zero N), depend on its position within the sentence. DECOMPOSITION OF SENTENCES 45 in respect to the computation of the well-formedness of the sentence, since for any string A, e {A}, 37 we have A, I= A1 e {A}. Our meeting each of E,, t, Vii, IJ1, in order yields the decision that the sentence is well formed. Meeting any string permitted by the derivation rule constitutes adding an identity to the decision process at that point; it neither adds to the well-formedness nor detracts from it. The decision that a particular category within the sentence sequence is part of an identity depends on the conditions in the derivation rule, and can thus often be made without complete knowledge of the position of the category in the whole sentence: it is sufficient to see the position of the category within its string, and the relation of the string to its ad junction point within the including string. The fact that there are strings within a sentence whose internal composition and whose acceptability for sentence well-formedness is independent of their position in the sentence (but relates only to specific categories or adjunction points in other strings wherever these may occur) is what made possible the use of these strings for recognizing sentence structure. The Univac program below, however, assumes that the sentence is wellformed, and decides only whether a particular reading of it is well-formed, i.e. whether a given structural characterization of it is possible (e.g. a given decision as to dictionary ambiguities, or as to the boundaries between the adjuncts of a preceding N and those of a following V).
well-formedness requirement have a relation to each other (subject, object) which they do not have to other material in the sentence; and words occupying different structural positions have different semantic properties. 39
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For example, whereas all N may be followed by the string that c 1 excising N (the piano that he bought, the report that they made), a certain subcategory N$ of N may also be followed by the string that c 1 (without excising N: as in the report that they made an H-bomb; we cannot say the piano that he bought it or the like). Members of this subcategory of Nhave the general meaning of being descriptions or names of types of statements: N 8 includes idea, plan, suggestion, information, etc.
COMPUTING THE RECOGNITION OF SENTENCES
We will speak of computing the structure of a sentence if, given a sentence and a set of string formulas and derivation rules, we can offer an effective procedure for deciding of which application of rules to which strings the sentence is a case.
The computing of sentence recognition requires more than a finite state device, but more only in a few specific ways. A finite state device suffices for the computing of sentence center (though, in the formulation of section 3, these can be unboundedly long); and when the structure of every sentence is described in terms of sentence centers, it is possible to say at what points more powerful· devices become necessary.
The computing of sentence structures may be aided by the recognition in each sentence ( or adjunct) of certain stations, indicating satisfaction of the successive well-formedness requirements of the string formula. The recognition of these stations when the simple center is interrupted by various strings is not always directly or uniquely calculable. In some cases, the task of calculating a station can be replaced by calculating a particular amount and kind of separation between two marks (word-categories or later-inserted brackets) in the sentence.
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It is useful to consider just how the adjunct strings are recognized, since this is at the base of any simple recognition process for sentences. A convenient method in the case of English is to define two sets of strings: first-order, which do not contain the verb-plus-object 40 These methods are used in TDAP 19. 2. any A, with any Aa or ra adjoining it, which is not inside a first-order N-string; 3. any Dor Aa D which is not inside an A-or N-or V-string; 4. the sequence P plus first-order N-string (or A-string); 5. the sequences t V and t Av V, together with av; this is a firstorder V-string;
6. the conjunction-category K followed by a word-category or a first-order string.
Inspection of these shows that first-order strings are sequences each element of which is one of the following: word-category marks (which may be considered zero-order strings as in the case of P, or else fill the position of first-order strings, as in the case of pronouns); in some positions first-order strings. 41 In any given first-order string not all of these may occur, and some may occur more than once. Some of the elements in a first-order string may be computational identities, e.g. A in an N-string; or a P N-string in a firstorder V-string.
In contrast, we define second-order strings as any string containing the verb-plus-object sequence. In the Univac program this class had the following members: I. c, 2. Tn ,ff., 3. a,.ff., 4. the conjunction K followed by a second-order string. It is seen that 41 Zero-order strings are single categories (word, affix, space, or word sequence assigned to a single dictionary category, as PP to category P) which have the property that their computational status is never filled by a sequence of categories. First-order strings are included in P N and in K-strings; and the t Vstring includes any D or P N-string which is between the t and the V. Strings headed by a conjunctional X will often be called X-strings: e.g. K-strings. Otherwise strings are named by their center, e.g. P N-strings.
COMPUTING THE RECOGNITION OF SENTENCES
49 these second-order strings are sequences each element of which is one of the following:
zero-order string-heads (e.g. that);" first-order strings (and N-replacer second,order strings), those being the elements required for well-formedness of the second-order string;
plus, possibly, as identities: certain first-order strings (D, A, P N, K-strings);
and any second-order strings as identities (except N-replacers); it follows from this statement that these second-order strings can be nested without limit, also that a sentence is itself a second-order string ( except that it has no special string-head), so that no higherorder strings exist (in English).
For computation, the following properties of strings (in English) are important. Any two strings whether elementary or derived (including the sentence-center) either are disjoint, or one includes the other as a proper part (is nested within the other). Each string (again, derived or elementary) can be said to be internally connected, there being no element within its boundaries that is not part of it; this is achieved by treating each included string as an element (if only a computational identity) within the including string. Each category and each included first-order string (if any) occurring in a given position of a first-order string is either an element required to occur in that position of the string (except for identities), or else an identity permitted by the rule of derivation to appear in that position; in second-order strings, the string-heads are zero-order words, affixes, etc. (see footnote 42), the first-order strings are elements required or identities permitted at the position in which they occur, the second-order strings are identities permitted ( or rarely N-rep!acers required) at the positions in which they occur (in the same sense as in the case of first-order strings). Hence, every string can
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In the case of -ing, -en, the string-head (which is generally at the left of the string) is suffixed to the first V; and in the case of rn 1 o the string-head is simply the position of the N as a second (non-appositional) N within the including string (see 7.5). In the case of c (the sentence center) we might wish to say that its string-head is sentence-initial space. be treated as having a recognized computational status in the position at which it occurs within the including string.
Since strings are connected, ~d the return from nth nesting to the n-l th is simple, all that remains is:
1. to recognize the entry into a string: this is simple because almost every right-adjoined string has a string-head on its left; 43 2. to compute to the end of the string, given its head. Some heads always introduce the same string, e.g. because J:, t v, 1 fJ 1 . Some heads introduce shorter or longer strings, often depending on what precedes the string-head, e.g. to V1 fJ1 -N occurs only after N, but to V1 fJ1 (with no excision) occurs anywhere (including after N). 
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Some string-heads are identical with words in other categories (e.g. that in I've seen that); this is treated as a dictionary alternative (see section 7.3}.
COMPLEXITY OF THE RECOGNIZER
The nature and degree of the complexities iu a recognition process vary according to the different word-categories and sequences. The types of devices which are su:flicient for sentence-decomposition are noted in 6.3-5. The difficulties peculiar to language recognition are noted in 6.2, 6.6-7.
UNIQUE CATEGORY SEQUENCES
The simplest recognizer would be one which assigns to a given word-category a single value (a single contribution to sentence wellformedness) without regard to its position or neighbors. This is possible for word-categories which occur only in a single class of strings, and is very rare in English: e.g. whenever the recognizer meets the word the, it knows that this is an identity operating on a (not necessarily i=ediately) following N ( or zero Nin the A).
LOCAL ALTERNATIVE VALUES
Next simplest would be a finite state recognizer which could recognize what is the computational status of a particular occurrence of a word-category (ifit has different statuses in different occurrences), on the basis of a finite ( and, to be at all useful, small) number of different previously-examined word-category sequences. This can be done to most (but not all) first order N-strings: scanning backllii.
ward, the recognizer can start with every Nit meets, read through certain predecessors determined by a tree, and decide the boundary (beginning) of an N-string (except for certain stateable situations). This can also be done to most cases of the other first-order strings, and to those second-order strings whose heads specify the string structure independently of their position in the sentence.« 6.3 NETWORK OF TREES Certain complexities that go beyond a finite state device can be handled by a succession of scannings, each expressed in a tree, in which each end-node of the tree determines a particular string (marked, say, by particular bracketings) which is to be considered as a single element in later scans. For example, many N-strings can be recognized by scanning backward; other N-strings (and the Nreplacer the A) and most other strings can be recognized by scanning forward between the sections bounded off by the backward scan. 45 
AUTOMATON WITH ERASURE AND CYCLING
More important: nesting, which can be treated (below) by keeping count, can also be treated by repeated scannings without keeping count: In the course of a left-to-right scan, if we meet a string-head X, we drop the calculation thus far, compute the end of the string headed by X and exit, replacing the string by a single-element mark 44 If the string structure depends on the immediate predecessor of the stringheads (or on a predecessor whose distance can be stated in terms of a set of finite sequences of marks), a :finite state recognizer could decide which string structure to accept in each occurrence. However, in all cases an unbounded number of adjuncts could intervene between the determining predecessor and the string-head. E.g. after all N, that heads an rn 10 string, but after N 8 , that can also head a c 1 (rnu) string. However, between the N 8 and its following that any number of P N may intervene.
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This is done in TDAP 18.
COMPLEXITY OF THE RECOGNIZER
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which has the computational status of an identity and is of zero order;" if before we reach the end of the string we meet another string-head, we again drop the preceding calculation and do as above. In this way, the only computation that is completed in each scan is that of a second-order string which contains no secondorder string. Since this second-order string, upon being computed, is replaced by a zero-order identity mark, its immediately including string no longer has this second-order string within it, and may thus become available for computation on the next scan. Finally, the sentence itself, as the most inclusive second-order string, can be thus scanned after all its second-order strings have been replaced by single elements.
COUNTER OF NESTINGS
The work done in a succession of finite-state scannings can be performed in a single scan if a record is kept from the point at which a decision is made (at which a requirement, i.e. restriction, is incurred) to the point at which the decision is carried out (the reqnirement is discharged). There is no limit to the distance (in number of intervening words) between these two points within a sentence. Where the incurring and discharging of requirements is separated only by the incurring and discharging of similar other requirements as is the case in nesting, we need only count the successive incurrings and successive dischargings.
' 6
If the head has different values in different positions, the mark will be a variable, whose value in this occurrence will be decided when it is met in the course of scanning the including string (that is to say, when it is met in its environment). If different lengths of string occur after the given head, we have to record the string as having two or more readings (i.e. formulaic representations), one for each length that could be read. We can also use the mark immediately preceding the string-head to help decide the value or length of the string in this occurrence.
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In I saw some water-colors (which) that artist (whom) you met had painted, we :find that (which) that artist incurs the :first obligation for a verb and (whom) you incurs the second obligation for a verb. Following upon the second incurring, met is the first discharging of a verb, and had painted the second. The dischargings are: met for you, and had painted for that artist.
RESTRlCTIONS AT A DISTANCE
In considering all restrictions at a distance, whether discontinuous elements or grammatical agreement or other types of obligation, which originate with one element and mnst ( or may) be discharged at some later point, the following should be noted. There may indeed be unboundedly many words between the incurring and the discharging of a restriction. But, by the considerations of section 3, any restriction at an unbounded distance must also occur at reasonably small distances; and the restriction at great and unbounded distances must be structurally the same (except for intervening computational identities) as the corresponding dependence at small distances, and can differ from the latter only in the number of repetitions of some recursive operations. A recognizer embodying the rules (restrictions) necessary for any large set of sentences, and providing for recursive iteration (possibly equinumerous iterations of separated parts of an operation, or of related operations, at related points) would suffice for any restriction at unbounded distance.
Examples of restrictions are: (a) When the recognizer makes a decision at the particular point in the string formula that permits this decision, but cannot be sure that the decision will be satisfied until some later point which is in a fixed position in respect to the earlier point: e.g. discontinuous elements; or displaced members of a set, as when not requires the t suffixes to appear to its left instead of after the V. We can check from the earlier point, at which some requirement is incurred, to the later point, at which it is discharged, or vice versa; but in any case, some cross-check is necessary.
(b) If the later point is not stateable in a simple way with respect to the earlier point. E.g. the requirement for an article (An J is made as soon as a count-N is met (scanning backward); and the wellformedness requirement for t Vis incurred as soon as an initial N is met (scanning forward).
(c) When the recognizer meets the beginning of a string before it has computed to its end, a count must be kept for each entry into a COMPLEXITY OF TIIE RECOGNIZER 55 nested string. The well-formedness decision for then nested stringbeginnings consists of n nested string-completions.
DEGENERACIES
In all the preceding cases, the recognizer matched the complexities of the axiomatic generator, i.e. of the rules for applyingwell-formedness requirements and operators. In addition, the recognizer may meet difficulties which are due to degeneracies (ambiguities) in the dictionary (if a given word is a member of more than one category)" or in the grammar (due to there being more than one way in which rules operating on strings may produce a given sequence of words or word-categories: rules A operating on strings B may produce the same sequence of words or categories as rules C operating on strings D).
Each of these different assigrunents of word to category or of category to a segment of a string incurs particular requirements later in the sentence. The recognizer has to hold in view enough other parts of the sentence to see which of these requirements are met by the rest of the sentence. If a later degeneracy in the sentence has multiple values each of which satisfies one of the requirements of the earlier degeneracy, the ambiguity of the sentence is unresolvable, and the sentence can be read grammatically in more than one way. In all these cases it is possible to indicate the choice of decisions at the point in which it arises, and then to follow the path for 48 That is to say. if some particular choice from one class and some particul':'1' choice from another class yield the same word or the same spelling or phonem1c sequence. A special case is that of words or morphemes whose phonemic content is zero but which belong, in particular environments within a sentence, to particular categories. The fact that there is a zero variant of that (?r, alternatively stated, that the string Yn 10 has no word as string-head) m~kes 1t necessary to count the number of successive free Nor ,E (whose V-reqw.rement has not yet been discharged) in a sentence (see 7.5). The zero that ~hlch _occurs in a certain object type (J know that he came, I know he came) 1s easier to treat. Zero t (present tense in We know, etc.) is handled by treating Vlike t V except in certain positions (e.g. except in the object of verbs requiring V, and in certain V K V sequences). each decision and to see which path matches one of the possible paths for a well-formed sentence (cf. TDAP 17, 27) . Each computational path followed to the end of the sentence will be called a reading of that sentence, yielding a unique formulaic representation of it (see also footnote 2).
FIXED SYNTACTIC VALUES FOR CATEGORIES; INVERSES
There are various possibilities for basing the computation directly on some property of each successive word-category in a sentence. This means giving each word-category the value of all its possible contributions (in one environment or another) to the well-formedness of the sentence (or to the denial of well-formedness). Since almost every word-category makes different contributions in different environments, we would have to indicate for each category what environmental information determines which of its contributions. In the more individually peculiar cases, this can only be done by assigning a variable value to the word or category. However, certain general types of contribution can be indicated in a general way; and one might try to represent the contribution of each category by particular n-tuples of integers. To devise such a representation, the following considerations are necessary (for convenience, the symbols of addition a:re used here):
1. If a requires B, and A B together constitute C, then the value of A = the value of C -the value of B; e.g. a string-head requires its completion (usually a center-structure) in order to constitute with it an identity in respect to the computation. Thus, string-heads are inverses, in respect to the computation, of their strings. It is not desirable that the center of the string itself (not including the stringhead) have value zero, since the string-head would then be the inverse of zero. Hence, since many identity strings have the form of a string-head plus c 1 , it will not be desirable to let the c 1 have the total value zero: so a sentence which contains c 1 as center will not have the total value of zero. In addition to string-heads, a free (subject) N requires a (free) V, and each V requires its object.
COMPLEXITY OF THE RECOGNIZER 57 2. In addition to the relation of being required, there is another kind of boundedness: being permitted. N permits string-heads on its right, and the .l.n on its left; A permits D or An 4 on its left (in the A as N-replacer); any constituent permits K (with its string) on its right; and so on. A permitted string should add zero to its permitter. But since the permitted string is locally restricted, it has to be represented by at least a number pair, one member of which is zero while the other member is used to cancel a corresponding member of its permitter's number. String-heads are thus binary operators: they are inverses of their following strings, but also operate upon their preceding permitter.
3. There is an ordering of requirements. For example, if V, follows V 1 before the object of V 1 has been completed, the object of V, is required before (or at the same time as) the object of V1. This may be expressed by saying that the value of the sentence computation must never fall outside a certain range in the course of the computation: the value of V 1 + V, + object, would fall outside the range, while the value of V 1 + V, + object, would be acceptable.
SUMMARY OF THE UNIVAC PROGRAM
The program which operated on the Univac (in 1959), and for which descriptions and flowcharts are presented by the authors of TDAP 16-20, covers all English sentences of the major type c 1 , although in less detail than the string list given in section 3 here. Some strings were omitted because of limitations of space in the Univac. There are also many more or less «idiomatic» strings, mostly involving individual words (e.g. no doubt, try as he might) that are not analyzed by this program. Such strings can, however, be fitted into the present program: for in every case they consist of a specific and short sequence, either of individual words or of word-categories or of both, which operates as an identity, or a replacer for one (or more) of the well-formedness requirements.
As to the other sentence types of English, they are structnrally related to the major type, and require only rearrangements of parts of the Univac program plus specific changes in the well-formedness requirements and in certain strings. (Compare the various c, in section 3.1.)
In the Univac program, a particular arrangement of the work was selected, partly to fit the particular computer.
1. The successive words of each sentence are compared with the entries in a category~assigning dictionary, and each word is replaced by its dictionary equivalent -namely the category and subcategory to which the word belongs. 2. The sequence of category-marks which represents the sentence is now scanned for dictionary alternatives, i.e. for cases where there are two or more category assignments for a given word. Each such SUMMARY OF THE UNIVAC PROGRAM 59 indecision calls in a program (TDAP 17) which tries to decide which value of the alternative is the correct one in the given occurrence. Each resolved indecision can be replaced by a single category-mark.
3. The sequence of category-marks (zero-order and first-order symbols), with most dictionary indecisions now decided, is scanned several times, once each for the various types of first-order strings (TDAP 18). Each scan looks for a class which starts (leftward or rightward) a first-order string; upon finding the start, it computes the finish-point of that string. Hence each first-order string can be replaced by a single first-order symbol.
4. The sequence of first and zero-order symbols is scanned for satisfaction of sentence well-formedness (TDAP 19, 20) . Each time we meet a symbol which, in its position, satisfies a well-formedness or an identity status, it is marked as such. Each time we meet a string-head, we turn aside to compute the end of the string, replace the string by a symbol indicating its status (identity or N-replacer), and resume the scanning of the sequence as before we met the string.
5. If, when we reach the end of the sentence, the well-formedness requirement is not satisfied, we check back to see what other possible paths of computation could have been taken that would have avoided the unsatisfactory result. If we satisfy the well-formedness at the end of the sentence, we check back to see what other combinations of paths could have been taken for this sentence that would also have led to the satisfaction of well-forrnedness.
In each of these programs, particular methods were used:
The word categories are important initial elements in the computation. They represent that classification of words in respect to which it is possible to define operators, mostly recursive, which produce corresponding derived categories, such that these corresponding string categories can fill within the formationTules of the sentence a position analogous to that filled by the ( corresponding) word category within the formation rules of the center c. In practice, there are almost no problems of choice in selecting the major categories. Only a particular selection satisfies in a simple way the considerations stated above. The word categories which appear in the Univac program are roughly those of section 3 above.
DICTIONARY MATCHING'"
This requires only that each word in the sentence be looked up in the dictionary, and replaced by the classification given there. The classification gives not only the category and subcategory, but also any underlying classification from which the given word is grammatically (morphologically) derived -this to the extent that may be useful for transformations, later constituent analysis, or later applications: e.g. formalization would be classified N VA, indicating that it is an N returnable under certain transformations to V and to A; but we would not classify it N VA N (i.e. we would not mark formal as derived from form) because formal is probably not returnable to form under any transformation. The classification also gives other information for later handling of the word: e.g. a number to indicate each individual affix which may be relevant in transformations (e.g. -ation) or in string analysis (e.g. plural, for grammatical restrictions); and a number to indicate each stem to the extent that words of that stem are interrelated in transformations or in inf or- If a word is a member of more than one category, the dictionary indicates the disjunction of categories to which it belongs.
The Univac dictionary lists each word as it appears in print, from space to space. It is also possible to list the more common affixes as separate entries, and to have the computer discover the fact that various words of the sentence which are not in the dictionary are combinations of listed affixes and words (or stems). The presence of morphophonemic irregularities makes this cumbersome.
ln some cases, it is necessary to become free of word-space conventions. If the value (in the including string) of a sequence of words is not equal to the sequence of the (dictionary) values of those words, the program will misstate the contribution of the sequence to the formation rules of the string. E.g. in general is PA, but its computational status is that of an identity rather than that of the beginning of a P N-string. If this condition applies to a sequence of category marks, the program that scans the string (as a succession of category marks) will have a special output for this sequence. However, if this condition applies to sequences involving individual words, it is best handled near the dictionary level. The first activity which evaluates words in relation to their neighborhood, therefore, is the word-complex dictionary. All individual words which participate in some special sequence of this type are so marked in the dictionary. The word-complex dictionary then scans the sentence for this mark. When it finds the mark at a given word, it checks the neighboring words (immediate neighbors or at stated possible distances) to see if they match the sequence which, with the given word, produces (always or sometimes) the special value; if so, the sequence of values is replaced by a single value for the sequence. We thus obtain a single dictionary category for a sequence of words.
At a later rewriting of the present program, it will also be desirable to classify certain words as sequences of dictionary categories. The words may be composed of two or more morphemes, each of which is assignable to a category: e.g. the wh-words are K, plus pronoun (who, for instance, can even be replaced by actual English sequences such as such that he). Some words may not be phonemically divisible into morphemic elements, yet may syntactically equal a sequence: pronouns= article plus noun or adjective (or P N) (he replaces the man, the boy, etc.). We would then obtain a sequence of dictionary categories for certain single words, thus not only reducing the number of categories but also simplifying the formation rules.
ALTERNATIVE CLASSIFICATIONS"
Another scan is now made through the sentence, in order to decide the assignment of words that can belong to any of a disjunction of categories, X Y . .. Z. We can say that such a word is classified by a category variable, which can take as values the various categories of the disjunction: e.g. study is classified N/V, which can take as values both N (as in a study) and V (as in to study). When the simplicity and ordering of the tests, and for frequency of usefulness); combinational considerations, in determining, on the basis of the relevant tests and the particular constellations of values which appear in various category-variables, how the diagnostic (test) neighborhoods can best be pitted against each other; and programming considerations, in deciding how to arrange the tests, their calling in by the variable, the network of success, failure, and non-completion and later check of non-completed tests.
FIRST-ORDER STRINGS"
The sentence is now scanned several times in order to bracket those sequences of category-marks which, in their sentence environment, satisfy the definitions of the various first-order strings. First, it is scanned leftward for N; at each N the leftward neighbors are matched with the branches of a tree that describes the leftward identities on N, exiting at the left boundary of the first-order Nstring, which is placed into square brackets [ ]. Then A not within [ ] is bracketed in its own [ ], if preceded by T (article: An.) or if it is a verb-object; otherwise it -with its left identities -is placed in parentheses ( ). D not otherwise bracketed, and the sequence of (one or more) P plus [NJ, are also placed in parentheses ( ). V' (i.e. V accompanied by t or to or -ing or -en or zero, with any included parentheses) is placed in braces { }.
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If we meet an unresolved category-variable, we can in most cases choose one of its values as preferred, and determine the bracketing by following the branch containing that value, while indicate what the alternative path would be at that point. The preferred value is in general the one that makes for the longer N-string, at least in the case of scientific writing. If there is no preferred value for a given variable, both possible paths are indicated by appropriate alternative bracketings (path-selector variables).
SECOND-ORDER STRINGS AND SENTENCE WELL-FORMED NESS"
Each bracket is now replaced by a single (first-order) symbol, and the sequence of these is scanned to satisfy the well-formedness of a sentence S or of included second-order strings. The first-order symbols each have specific status in respect to this. An N-string is called free with respect to a given second-order string (including S itself), if it is not required for the object of that string and is not part of any string included within that string. The problem of the string which has no special string-head (e.g. my friend met, in the man my friend met) is handled by counting the free N-strings and considering a second free N-string to be the head of a string (produced by rn ,J. Other strings can be recognized by their heads, although there are various cases of string-heads which are identical with words in other categories. P plus N-string (for particular P), and certain other first-order sections which had been placed in parentheses can be required for the object after particular V; otherwise sections placed within parentheses () are identities within Sor within one of its second-order substrings. Wherever a V' is reached, whether within Sor within any string, the program computes what following neighborhood within the string satisfies (as "least required string") one of the possible object-requirements of (the last V of) that V'. Many V are members of several subcategories, e.g. can have various types of object; and the program marks the set of all fits between the sentence neighborhood and the neighborhoods required for each object-subcategory of that V. Each second-order string, after its head is recognized and its length computed, is brack- eted and replaced by a (second-order) symbol indicating its status as identity or N-replacement within the including string. Secondorder identities were bracketed by < >.
Finally, the material remaining after all strings have been accounted for is inspected to see if it is the well-formed sequence c,. A, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 48, 57 9, lln, 12, 13, 17, 21, 22, 24n, 25, 29, 30n, 32, 33, 35n, 37, 45n center, 39 conjunctional, 16 iterable, 16, 35n left, 35, 37, 41 length of, 38, 41 non-contiguous, 14, 19 non-repeatable, 36, 37 noun, 16, 35, 36 ordering of, 42 primitive, 15, 16, 20 right, 35, 36, 37, 39, 41 sentence, 15, 16, 19 subject, 14 19, 20 constituents, 11, 12, 19, 25 D, 16, 25, 30, 35, 38, 39, 48 33, 35n, 36, 37, 49n, 63 endocentric, 12, 13n enough, 40n entry, 44, 50, 54 environments, 53n, 55n sentence, 63 ever, 39 excision, lln, 12, 22, 23, 24, 30n, 34, 37, 38, 39 of N, 33, 37, 39, 46n 24 -ing, 17n, 29n, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35n, 36, 37, 39, 49n, 63 insertions, 20 , 29n, 30, 31, 32 not, 25, 34, 41, 54 noun, count, 29n, 32, 54 noun in apposition, 11, 13 NPN, 13n, 29n, 40n, 49, 50, 52, 59, 65 N11, 29n, 30, 31, 37, 46n, 50n, 52n numbers, 36 object, 11, 12, 13, 21, [27] [28] 30, 33, 40, 48, 55n, 56, 57, 63 ,29n, 30n, 32, 33, 37, 39,48 passive, 16, 33 paths of computation, 59 permutation, 16, 33, 34 phase, 1 ln, 12, 13, 14, 20 derived, 42 plural, 21, 32, 41 P N, 16, 30, 32, 37, 38, 39, 48n, 52n, 63, 64 positions, 10n, 14, 15, 21, 36, 38, 41, 43, 44 , 49n of a first-order string, 49 permitted, 44 power of characterization, 18 predicate, 19 pro-A, 33, 37, 39 pro-N, 33, 37, 39 pro-P N, 33, 37, 39 pronouns, 13, 14, 30n, 36, 37, 39, 48, 62 sentential, 25 properties of occurrence, 22, 23, 28, 29n, 41, 42, 45n P wh-, 33 tense, lOn, 29, 33, 34, 37n, 41, 55n, 63 than, 39, 40 that, 13n, 25, 30, 31, 32, 34, 37, 46n, 50n, 52n 43, 44, 45n, 54, 55, 59 computation of, 45 wh-, 16, 30n, 33, 37, 39, 50, 61 -phrase, 13n whether, 30, 31, 37, 39 which, 39 while,44n why, 35,38 word, 12, 22 -categories, 10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 22, 51, 56, 60 -order, 20 -subcategories, 24, 25, 27 variable value of a, 56 zero, 30, 33, 34, 37, 44n, 55n, 63 noun, 50, 51 zeroing, 16, 19, 29 
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